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MONOTONICITY OF QUADRATURE APPROXIMATIONS

D. J. NEWMAN1

Abstract. For the general quadrature rules of Newton-Cotes

we show that the convergence is monotone for the appropriate

class of functions. Included are the well-known trapezoidal and

Simpson rules.

Some time ago Szegö and Turan [3] showed that the Riemann sums

TT1 2E-1 /('"/") f°rm a nonincreasing sequence for any f(x) which is

increasing and concave. Recently Rivlin and I found that the trapezoidal

sums (/■(0)+/(l))/2«+«_1 ¿SZiffi/n) also form a nonincreasing sequence,

this time for f(x) satisfying /"(x)>0, f"'(x)^0,fe C3. An analogous

result was obtained by Molluzo [2] for the "Simpson rule" where the

appropriate condition turned out to be/iv(x)^0,/v(x)^0,/G C5.

In each case the theme seems to be that the proper signum for the first

two derivatives that "count" is sufficient for monotonicity. Thus in the

trapezoidal case, since the rule is exact for linear functions, the first

derivatives' size does not count. Similarly Simpson's rule is exact for

cubics and so there the first three derivatives do not count. [Molluzo

also set up the machinery to verify the monotonicity for the so-called

|-rule but the computations became unwieldy.]

The purpose of this note is to prove that this behavior does indeed

persist for all of the Newton-Cotes rules. For reasons of brevity we will

say "up" and "down" respectively to mean nondecreasing and nonin-

creasing and also we will say "plus" and "minus" to mean nonnegative

and nonpositive.

Lemma 1. Let p.(x) be a normalized BVfunction on [0, 1] with ¿u(0)=0

and let aïïO. The necessary and sufficient condition (nasc) that

be a down sequence for every plus, down function, F(x), is that both

x~*¡i(x) and fi(x)—aucfi({) be down on [0, 1]
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Proof. If we extend /¿(x) to the whole positive line by the relation

n(x+ l)=(i(x)+p(l) then we have identically,

fF(3 + Fi^) + ' " '+ F (^T^1)dfl(x) =f F(x) Mnx)-

Integrating by parts we find this is, in turn, equal to

tfn)F(l) - f Max) dF(x).
Jo

We desire therefore, that

n-/i(n)F{l) - J (nx)-*p(nx)x* dF(x)

be a down sequence for every plus, down F(x) and an obviously sufficient

condition is that for each fixed x e (0, 1 ], (nx)~xfx(nx) be a down sequence.

Furthermore choosing F(x) as a simple jump function shows this con-

dition to also be a necessary one.

Next we observe that if t~afi(t) were a down function on (0, oo) this

would surely insure the down nature of the sequence (nx)~"/i(nx). Con-

versely by choosing a small x and large values of n we can show that mono-

tonicity of the sequences implies monotonicity of the function.

Thus far, then, our nasc is simply that t~'n(t) be down on (0, co)

and we proceed to interpret this as a condition on [0, 1].

For K any plus integer we have then that (x+K)'"[p(x)+Kp,(l)] is

down in [0, 1]. We may differentiate this expression and obtain, in the

language of measures, that

(x + K)-" dp(x) - a(x + K)-"-V(;c) + Kp.(l)] dx < 0
or

(x d/i(x) - txp(x) dx) + K(d/x(x) - a/*(l) dx) ^ 0.

This holding for all plus integers K, finally, is equivalent to both

x dp(x) — a.p(x) dx ^ 0,       dfi(x) — 0Lfi(l) dx ^ 0

and our proof is complete.

An important case for us will be that of "symmetric" p(x), i.e., those

for which n(\— x)=p(\)—n(x). In that case the second of our conditions

is a consequence of the first. Namely if x d/x(x)^<x.fi(x) dx then

(1 - x) dfi(x) = -(1 - x) dfi(l - x) ^ a^l - x) dx

= a/x(l) dx — a.p(x) dx

and adding gives dfi(x)^a.[i(\) dx. Thus we have the
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Corollary.   For symmetric fi(x) (with Ja(0)=0) the nasc that

be down for all plus, down F(x) is that x~"/i(x) be down on (0, 1].

We now introduce the Newton-Cotes rules. So let N be a positive

odd integer. For/(x) any continuous function on [0, 1] we denote by

A (x) the Nth degree polynomial interpolating f(x) at 0, 1//V, 2//V, • • • , N/N

andi?(x)the (N— 1 )th degree polynomial interpolating f(x) at 0, \l(N—{),

2l(N-{), •■■ ,(N-{)l(N-\). The Newton-Cotes functionals of first
and second kinds are given respectively by

La)(f(x)) = Ca(x) dx,       L{2)(f(x)) « fß(x) dx
Jo Jo

and the Newton-Cotes rules are then given by

«/(„, = U(/Q+/(^) + --/(^)).
L = L^\    ¿<2>.

For example the trapezoidal rule familiarly written as

/(0) + 2/(1/«) + 2/(2/«) + •••+/(!)

2«

emerges as ¿^'(/(x)) for N=\. Similarly Simpson's rule

/(0) + 4/(1/2«) + 2/(2/2«) + • • • + 4/((2« - l)/2n) +/(!)

6«
is simply L(2)(f(x)) when JV=3.

In this context we state our general

Theorem. If f(x)e CN+2,fN+l)(x)>0,fLW+2)(x)<02 on [0,1] then
Ln(f(x)) is a down sequence (L=Ln) or Lm).

Proof. It is well known that for f(x) a polynomial of degree N the

rules are exact, i.e., that L(1)(/(x))=L<2)(/(x))=fJ/(x)i/x. This says that

¡¡I A(x) dx=$\f(x) dx and JJ B(x) dx=$\f(x) dx and the first of these is
trivial since A(x)=f(x). The second relation follows from the obser-

vations that/(x)—B(x) is a constant multiple of

Y\ (x) - ft (x -jl(N - I))
>=o

and Jo 11 (x) dx=0 since YlO-x)=-U (*)•

2 Sending * into  1 — x allows us to replace these conditions, if we wish, by

/"tllWï0,/*"W^0.
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Thus L(f(x))—$lf(x)dx annihilates all polynomials of degree N

and as such is a (bounded) linear functional of f{N+1)(x) alone. Write

F(x)=fN+1)(x) and conclude that L(f(x))-¡\f(x)dx=¡\F(x)dp(x) so
that

Ln(f(x))-jj(x)dx

= -—•£f(*) + f(^) + • • • + F(£L±f^i) *H= n

and we find ourselves in the exact situation described by our Lemma.

Indeed it is a simple observation that our p(x) is symmetric and we may

even avail ourselves of the Corollary to that Lemma. To prove our theorem,

then, we need only check that t~(N+2)fi(t) is down on [0, 1] and we prove

in fact that r{N+1)p(t) is.

We now derive a formula for p(t) implicit in the standard results on

the Newton-Cotes rules (see [1]). The approach we use, however, is

self-contained and avoids lengthy discussion in the calculus of finite

differences.

For convenience in the forthcoming calculation let us expand the

underlying interval from [0, 1] and redefine

L(1,(/(x)) = f A(x) dx = (NfiN+u(x) d(tlu(x) + Í f(x) dx
Jo Jo Jo

(where A(x) is the interpolating polynomial tof(x) at 0, 1, 2, • • • , N):

L(2,(/(x)) = ¡N~1B(x) dx = f~/w+1,(x) dftn{x) + ¡N~lf(x) dx
Jo Jo Jo

(where B(x) is the interpolating polynomial to/(x) at 0, 1, 2, • • •, iV—1).

In this new normalization we now write dv(x)=dp^(x)—d¡xm(x)

and we will prove the monotonicity of x~{N+1)pm(x) and x~iN+uv(x)

which is more than sufficient. If indeed we note that A(x)—B(x) is a

constant multiple of x(x— 1) • • • (x—JV+1) then we obtain

flf-l [N-1

(A(x) - B(x)) dx = C\      x(x - 1) • • • (x - N + 1) dx = 0

(x)) = !N A(x)dx
Jn-i

(1) f V+1,(x) dv(x) = iN (A(x) - f(x)) dx
Jo Jn-i

and we conclude that
"N

so that
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and of course we also have

(2) r~/(iV+I>(x) dfi(x) - f *~\ß(x) - f(x)) dx.
Jo Jo

Now setf(x)=e~Xx. By Lagrange's interpolation formula we have

x(x- l)---(x-N)*L,       ./N\ e~iX

also, setting X=0, e.g., we obtain

x(x - 1) • • • (x - N)
1 =

x(x - 1)

pi \j 1) -x

■■■(x-N + l)»f        (N - 1\_1_

so that, by subtraction,

x(x-l)---(x-A/)^ ./N\e~iX - e~xX

|N-1 3to \    J     /      7-x

Next note that (<Tu-é-im)l(j-x)—lft e-x~e-mi-t) ds SQ that the above

formulas become

-x(x-l)---(x-N), f1
(3)   A(x)-/(x)=-r—--'A    6-^(1 -e-AU-,,)Ärd$,

/;<

(4)    B(x) -f(x) = X(X     l):"(X     N+1) X fVni - e-'^Y'1 ds.
I/V — 1 Jo

We now abbreviate these by writing

(5)     qx»-x(x-1,;:<x7n+,), si»)-»
JV- 1

and we observe the trivial facts that P(x)^.0 in [N— 1, N] and Q(N—1)=0,

and also the somewhat less trivial fact that Q(x)^0 on [0, N— 1]. A
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simple proof can be given by induction. Since (t—N+2)(t—JV+l) is

plus, down in [0, N—3] we have, for x in this interval,

['t(t -l)---(t-N+l)dt = (N-l)(N-2) f í(í - 1)•••(<- N + l)dt

and the latter is _0 by the inductive hypothesis. For x e\N— 3, N—l],

on the other hand, we simply use Q(N— 1 — x) = Q(x).

Comparing (3) and (4) then with (1) and (2) gives

(6) e^xdv(x) = \     P(x)    e-,"(J-*j-1 df ¿x,

'A'-l /"A'-l /*! /I --/.(l-slXA-l

(7) e~kx d/j.(x) =        Q(x)    e-;j-iJ-*-1     s ds dx,

where in the latter we have integrated by parts.

If we now write (I -É--'l(1-s>)/;.=JJ-s e"Au du so that

I-1=1     ••)     exp{-A(u! + u2 + ■■■ + uk)} dut ■ • ■ duk,

we can replace (6) and (7) by

[•N
e~Xxdv(x)

(8) = P  P(x) f • • • Í e-k{xs+u^1"- -+"-v' (/Wl ¿«2 • • • ¿WjV ¿y dx
J.V-l J J#

where ¿% is defined by «i=0, s=0, w¿+5^ 1,

r.v-i
e~Xx dfi(x)

= f _1QW f- * * Í e-A(ls+"'+-+"v-.> d«, ■ • ■ duN_t ds dx.

We can now identify v(t) and fi(t) since these equalities hold for all ?..

We have namely

v(t) =       P(x) • • • dux du2 ■ ■ ■ duN ds dx,

uiä0.säo:tii+sSi:is+iii+- • -+H.váí

/•A'-l /• /•

A<(0 = Q(x) • • " s í/«i " ' ' duN_x ds dx

u¡ao.íao;H,+»Si:xs+iil+- ■ •+».v_lë(
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changing variables by ut=*tUt, s=tS we obtain finally

$« "JT ip(x)J J*Jt/i ' ' 'dUs ds dx'
u¡^o.s>o-u¡+s<iir.xS+Ui+- ■ +vxSi

£-]>

x f • • • I S ¿LT, dt/2 dLVi </S dx.

UiiO.S¿0:Ui+Síl/f.xS+Ui+- ■ + l/jv-iál

The inner integrals are clearly down as functions of t and so the proof

is complete.

Since we had the luck to prove that t~ l*fi{t) is down, rather than

only that t~ix+i)/i(t) is, it seems we should be able to conclude more

monotonicity than that of Ln. Indeed this is the case and in fact we find

that we have proved

Theorem'. Iff(x)eCN+2,f(N+v(x)^0,f(*+2)(x)<Oon [0,\] then

nLn(f(x))-n fJ/Oc) dx is down (L=LU) or Lm).

In particular applying this to the trapezoidal rule gives the interesting

Corollary.   Forf(x) e C3,/"(x)^0,/"'^0 on [0, 1] we have

¡H-îï) -t'M1^
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